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Ben Settle: I’m coming at this from a fanboy kind of position. Like I’m all into having a bigger list and I’m all into having a bigger influence, but you don’t really talk about building a list. You talk about building an audience, is that a completely different animal? Danny Iny: It’s not completely different, but it’s like a square and a rectangle kind of thing. An audience is sort of a kind of a list. The reason why I make that distinction is in a perfect world if everyone is doing exactly what they should be doing, your list is your audience. In the real world a lot of people build lists in stupid ways and send them stupid things, and generally speaking they see a list as a way of aggregating the contact information of random people who might eventually buy something from you if you send them enough offers. They don’t create a situation where people actually engage with you as a person, with you as a business. There isn’t a relationship there. There isn’t a dynamic, which means it’s not a warm list, it’s a cold list. If you want to go really hardcore marketing-speak you can see building an audience as building a business that’s driven by a super-warm hot list. They trust you. They like you. They are following you and listening to you because you help them, but also because they feel a connection with you and you stand for something that matters to them. We talk about a list and we talk about email because having this massive audience of people that is really engaged with you only does you so much good as a business if you have no kind of easy-to-access and reliable way of communicating with them. So you’re going to want to have them on an email list, but the fact that they’re on your email list is almost kind of a secondary symptom of the fact that they’re a part of your audience and they’re engaged with you. Something that is kind of very different in terms of the cart and the horse kind of order is that for most internet marketers, for example, for most businesses in general, the people who know them are for the most part on their list, and a lot of the people who are on their list may not even know them all that well. They stumbled onto a website, they registered to download something, and they only vaguely remember you, like “Who is this guy that’s sending me stuff?” If you’re really building an audience – and this is something that we really experience – a lot more people know who we are than are on our list, and people think we’re a lot bigger than we are. Ben Settle: Which adds to your positioning and credibility/
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Danny Iny: Exactly. I’m trying to think of what’s a good comparable example. Not delusions of grandeur, I’m not Tony Robbins, but you may not be subscribed to Tony Robbins’ newsletter or email list, and you may not have bought any of his books, but you still know who he is. You know roughly what he stands for and you may feel an affinity for that, even if you haven’t really consumed a lot of his stuff because he’s been featured in enough places in enough ways, and he stands for something. He figures into the conversation of at least the target audience that he wants to matter to. Ben Settle: I want to back up just a little bit here. Tell me the story about how you fell into this mindset of building an audience. While everybody else is out there just talking about list building, you’re talking about audience. Were you always into this or is this kind of an epiphany you had, or what’s the story behind that? Danny Iny: It really kind of crystallized for me over a whole bunch of time. I started doing what I’m doing right now in 2010. I’ve been a marketing strategy consultant for a while. I built this training program that teaches people how to really understand and how to do that well, and I did exactly what I teach all my students not to do. I built this massive training program before I had an audience, which is a huge mistake. Do as I say, not as I do. I’ve made these mistakes so you don’t have to, kind of thing. But I built this thing and I’m like, “Okay, I need to reach people. I need to tell them about it,” so I started blogging. I only vaguely had a sense of how blogging works and why it should work, but I kind of accepted it on faith that you blog and somehow customers come. I did that, as lot of people do. The challenge there is that if you’re just accepting it on faith because someone’s told you that that’s the case, if you don’t see how the dots connect it’s probably because you’re missing something important, so the dots aren’t going to connect. That’s what I experienced. I worked really hard, I wrote a lot of stuff, and nothing really happened. It was only as I started to write things and kind of stumbled onto, “What are the things that really matter to people, that people really connect with?” and putting it in places that they are. I did a lot of guest posting, especially as I was getting started. You create content, you put it in front of people, and people respond. You start realizing, “Hey, this isn’t just about some faceless nameless thing where you run these ads or do this loophole trick and somehow something starts to happen. These are real people who are reading real things that you’re producing and really engaging with it and connecting.” Very intuitively, you do more of the things that people are connecting with and people are appreciating. And this is kind of the biggest irony. It started to become really clear to me that a lot of people were wondering about this topic of audience and this topic of engagement. What is engagement? How do you build engagement? There was this really big gap in the market, at least at the time – this was 2011 – in that almost everything that everyone was writing about engagement was about how to engage your audience. It sort of pre-supposed that you’ve got this big audience. “If you’re Coca-Cola and you’ve got 400 bazillion people who know who you are, here’s how you make them more engaged,” stuff like that. What if you’re just getting started? What if your email list has got 3 subscribers – you, your other email address, and your cat? What do you do then? How do you build an engaged audience if you’re starting from scratch? I started to see that question asked again and again and again in different 2



permutations. By this time I had started to build a little bit of an audience, a few hundred people on my list, a few thousand people who knew who I was – hardly a global phenomenon, but something – and I wanted to start answering that question, but I looked around and I started asking other people, “How did you do it?” and their answers were all different – different from me and different from each other, and yet they’d all been successful, so clearly this stuff worked. I realized I couldn’t answer this question well. I was just setting out originally to create a piece of content answering the question people were asking, but as I gathered more information this morphed into my book, Engagement from Scratch, which is about how to build an engaged audience from scratch, from zero, and features the input of 30 different people who’ve done it in different ways to different scales. In aggregating all this information and getting everyone’s perspective, and then once the book was published doing a ton of interviews and answering a ton of questions, I kind of fell into this expertise, but it really just started as me trying to answer a question that I saw a bunch of people asking. It wasn’t until I got really deep into trying to answer that question that I realized how powerful and important it was, and it really shaped and changed the way I look at what it takes to build a successful thriving business. Ben Settle: Let’s talk about that real quick. When you started coming to these realizations and applying them to what you were doing, what was the result? Was it like night and day results? I imagine over time you probably increased your bottom line quite a bit, or how did that work? Was it fast or did it take time? Danny Iny: Night and day results in a bunch of different ways. We’ve been pretty transparent about what our numbers have been at Firepole Marketing. We’ve published about it in a bunch of different places. 2011 was the first real year of operation for us, just building a foundation. We started January 1, 2011 at zero, no traffic, no subscribers, nothing. And in that year, 2011, even though we worked really hard, we were just getting the word out, building the foundations, and we made maybe a couple tens of thousands of dollars, maybe not. I don’t even remember where the money came from, but most of the money that I made that year came from my offline consulting business. In 2012, building on that foundation, at this point all of my income came from Firepole Marketing. We grossed over a quarter of a million dollars, and this year (we’re recording this at the end of 2013) we almost tripled that again. We’re doing somewhere around $700,000 this year. Now is that fast? Yes and no. Yes, it’s fast. By most objective measures it’s fast, but the first year you’ve really got to build those foundations and build those connections and build that good will. In that sense it feels slow, and especially in an online world that’s full of promises of overnight riches where people’s expectations of what is a reasonable scale and timeframe for a return on investments, it doesn’t feel fast. Ben Settle: That’s a pretty big jump. You go from one extreme to the next. You say it took like a year, and everybody probably looks at you and says, “Oh yeah, that happened fast,” but they didn’t see all that work you put into it. What were some of the things you did to lay that foundation that you talked about, that year where you were building everything up? . Danny Iny: There’s a very specific set of strategies that we teach, and they all group into 3



three categories. There’s participating in communities, there’s contributing to communities, and there’s leading communities, and they build one on top of the other. The first step in terms of tactically, tangibly, what did we actually do, it’s contributing to communities. The people that you want to reach, they’re already out there online. They’re already aggregating in communities that are led by other people. So you go and you don’t try to grab the bull horn, but you start contributing. In the world of blogging that looks like leaving a lot of comments on blog posts – not stupid “Great post” type comments, but real stuff. It’s got to have been a post that you actually thought was good or that actually raised a question, and really participate in the conversation. Yeah, you get a link. People see you and they can click on your name and go back and check out your site, but you’re not doing it primarily for that. You’re doing it because you want to start getting recognized in the conversation. You want the owners of those blogs to recognize you as someone who has something to say and something to contribute. We use benchmarks of subscriber numbers, but it’s not about the subscribers numbers. I’ll tell someone, “You can probably get your first 100-200 subscribers by leaving comments on blog posts that way,” and it doesn’t have to be blog posts. You can be participating in forums, it can be a lot of different things, but you’re participating in somebody else’s community. The idea is not to get those let’s say 200 subscribers before moving on. The idea is that if you get 200 subscribers in this way, by the time you move on enough people will know you or have a sense of who you are that you can do the next thing in an effective way. The next thing is to contribute to somebody else’s community. At this point they know who you are. They trust you a little bit. They’re willing to accept your contribution. In the blogging world that means guest posting. They’ll let you write a blog post that you’ll publish on their site to their audience, and a lot more people are going to read it and see it because people read that blog and they don’t read yours yet. You’re still going to have to work. I hear stories from people, and some of them are friends – John Marlow is a friend of mine, Peter Sandini is a friend of mine – and they talk about getting hundreds and hundreds of subscribers from a single guest post. Yes, that can happen. I’ve done that. It’s happened on occasion, but often you might publish a guest post and not get tons and tons of subscribers. You’ll get some subscribers. You’re still going to have to hustle. You’re going to have to put in the time and do the work and do a whole bunch of writing. But in doing that, you grow your audience, you grow your subscriber base. You can get to maybe 1,000 subscribers by publishing this day. But more importantly, a lot more people are going to read your stuff and get to know who you are than just the ones who come and subscribe and check you out and join your active audience base. Ben Settle: Just from a practical point of view, the guys and gals reading this are hardcore emailers. I don’t do a lot of what you’re saying, not because I don’t agree with it. I’m just not that internet social. I just don’t make myself that available, and my strategy is completely different than yours. I’m behind what you’re saying. I think it’s really cool, but when I do participate, which is once in a while, I find that when you answer somebody’s question or something – like you’re saying, participating – whatever you write to someone, there’s an email for you to send to your list. You’ve just written something that can go out almost as-is to your email list. So it’s not like you’re just doing this and it’s all this work and you have to wait for it to pay off. You can use that answer to write an article, to write another email, a blog post or 4



whatever. I’m just saying that primarily for the people who are reading this because they might be thinking, “Oh man, I’ve got to do all this work?” But really if they’re going to do the work anyway, why not get this extra benefit out of building an audience, you know? Danny Iny: Absolutely, it’s a really good point and it’s an important insight to add to this. None of this is lost. It’s all really useful, and it allows you to kind of pilot test your messaging. You leave a comment on a blog post, and if nobody cares, nobody cares. But let’s say you’re not participating on a blog that has three readers, because what’s the point? You’re participating in active communities, so a lot of people are going to read these comments, and people will respond. Maybe they’ll appreciate it. Maybe they’ll have a response to what you’re saying. Maybe it’s going to be controversial, and this is going to give you a sense of what is and what’s not going to resonate. That’s the other side of what’s so important about doing this kind of in this order. I don’t leave comments on blog posts. I don’t participate in that way anymore because it’s not a good use of my time, so it’s not something that I do forever. It’s just something you do in that kind of early stage of people getting to know you. But you’re not going to be well-positioned to go and write a blog post that people are going to respond well to before you’ve participated a little bit in the conversation and seen what people are engaging with. Ben Settle: This is really good for someone who wants to get into a new market. Danny Iny: That’s also a really important insight. This assumes you’re starting from scratch. If you already have relationships with your market, if you already have some authority, you can potentially skip some of these steps. This really assumes you’re starting absolutely from zero. Nobody knows who you are. You’re just getting to know the market and the online world, so it works from zero. You can skip ahead if you’ve already got a list, you’ve got an audience, you’ve got relationships with other players and so forth. Ben Settle: I like that. I was using myself as an example. The reason I don’t do it is because I don’t need to. But if I was starting from scratch in another market I would totally do that. That’s a great way to do it. I’ve observed people do it, but I never really thought of doing it myself. I’m interested in certain topics that have nothing to do with business or anything to do with anything I sell, and I’ve noticed exactly what you’re saying. There are certain people who kind of constantly just contribute, and sooner or later everybody’s like, “Hey, when are you going to get a blog going?” because they’re building that reputation. Danny Iny: Exactly. The rule of thumb that I teach students is that the tactics and strategies that you’re employing should grow the total size of your audience – and you can use your list subscriber base as a heuristic for that – by 10-25% per month. If it’s less than 10% then it’s time for you to scale up to something that is getting you better traction. Assuming you’ve done it in this kind of step-by-step way, if your audience has grown to the point that you can’t grow it by 10-25% in a month by, for example, leaving all these comments, move on to guest posting. But don’t try to aim too much higher than 25% per month because you’re kind of boxing out of your weight class. I curate an audience, I lead an audience, and the reason why I have this engaged audience is that I’ve been very careful about what I put in front of them. They’ve learned to trust me, so I’m very protective of that audience. If you’re trying to grow more than 5



10-25% per month – with exceptions, but again as a rule of thumb – then you’re probably asking me to take more of a chance on you with the relationships I’ve built with my audience than you’ve earned. It’ll work sometimes, but sometimes you’ll kind of burn your bridges, and that’s a tricky thing to do. Ben Settle: That makes sense. I didn’t mean to derail you on all that stuff. Were you building toward the third step? Danny Iny: Yeah, the third step is leading an audience, kind of having the person who owns the audience, who leads the audience, handing you their microphone. It’s kind of like guest posts are a really tiny version of that. They might do a teleseminar or a webinar or a podcast interview or some kind of co-promotion where they’re endorsing you. With a guest post it’s kind of an implied endorsement. It’s like, “Obviously I wouldn’t run this on my site if I didn’t think it was this good, but this is this person’s post.” Here they’re saying, “Danny is doing this webinar event. Danny is putting on this online workshop. I think you should attend.” They’re explicitly endorsing you. They’re explicitly putting out that message, and that’s when the speed of growth really accelerates a lot faster. You don’t have to have commented on somebody’s blog and guest posted on their blog before getting to that, but you have to have commented on enough blogs for people to know who you are to be able to have earned those first few guest posts, and those guest posts earn you more across the market that you’re in. Once you’ve done enough of those, you’ve created enough value for these audiences for some of the owners of those audiences to take a chance and endorse you in that way. Then if that’s gone well, that’s enough for others who lead audiences in this space to do the same. Ben Settle: You look at it now and say, “Oh, that’s simple,” but really, man, I don’t know too many people doing this kind of thing. I don’t know anybody who’s actually done this in the exact way you’re talking about. If they did it was an accident. They didn’t do it methodically. Danny Iny: Well, that’s the thing. Hindsight is 20/20. This is exactly what I did, and it’s not because I’m such a genius. It’s because I tried a lot of things and I paid attention. What I’m teaching and sharing is the stuff that worked, and all the rest is not relevant. Ben Settle: I get it. And you’ve been helping a lot of people since then do this very thing, right? This is what you do now, or one of the things you do. Danny Iny: This is what we do. It’s something that we’ve come to really care about and evangelize. We teach the specifics of the commenting and the guest posting and the webinars and all the specific tactics and logistics, but we teach it because it’s the best way for people to learn this more generalized process of getting in front of a group of people who care about the stuff that you care about, and leading them in a way that they want and need to be led. Ben Settle: Let’s talk about how you help people. Tell us about this thing you’re doing and how it’s going to help them, anyone who wants to build an audience. Danny Iny: What we’re putting on is an online workshop that is titled “Bridging Your Passion, Purpose, and Prosperity in 2014,” so there’s a few things there. There’s a lot of myths out 6



there. People talk about “All you need is passion. Follow your passion and the money will come,” and it’s not that simple. You have to find your passion. You have to bridge it with a purpose, and you have to follow a process that leads to prosperity. This workshop is going to teach you how to do that – how to take the things that you care about and merge them with a plan that can lead to real prosperity in the way that I kind of touched on a little bit in this interview – and do something that gets you there this year in 2014. That’s basically what we’re talking about. People are going to learn a lot there. It’s completely free no-strings training, but all that leads into our Business Audience Master Class, the 14-week training program that teaches you step-by-step detail-by-detail how to do everything that I’ve just described. It’s not just “Here you go, a bunch of information, now you’re on your own, best of luck.” In terms of my identity, in terms of my purpose, my passion, it’s education and it’s business. We don’t sell information. We’re an education company and we’re teachers who will teach you how to do this. We will hold you by the hand and answer your questions and guide you and get you to where you want to go. We have students that we exchange pages of emails with every week, answering their questions and advising them on their strategy, and we’re happy to do it. As my student, your success is my success, and I take that very seriously. It’s a plan that you can follow to get from wherever you are to where you want to go – true prosperity, leading an audience that cares about the things you care about, and making things better for them. There’s a mission, there’s purpose, but there’s prosperity. You’re making money doing it. It’s incredibly lucrative and incredibly rewarding, but it’s not just the plan, it’s all the support and guidance that you need to get there. Ben Settle: You know what I like about this thing you’re doing is – at least the way you’ve been explaining it here – if someone gets on my list and they find me through a search engine or whatever, it might take a week or two or three for them to warm up to me, but this way they come to you already warmed up. I mean I get people like that, don’t get me wrong, but not the majority. I’m guessing most people reading this transcript don’t get hot people coming in like they would the way you’re describing. It seems like it could or should shorten the time span between when someone becomes a lead and when they become a buyer. Danny Iny: That’s the really cool thing about this. All this sounds really warm and fuzzy and make people really happy and engage with them, and all that’s true and I believe that, but it also has very solid, very tangible business outcomes that it creates. One of the things I really believe is people have this kind of mistaken dichotomy in their head around, “You’ve always got to choose between doing the good thing and the right thing on the one hand, or kind of the smart business thing on the other hand,” and I don’t think that’s accurate. I think in most cases the right thing and the smart thing are the same thing. We’ve
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been able to do this. We’ve created all this amazing value for our audience. We’ve made so many people so happy. We’ve also made a lot of money by doing it, and that’s the beauty of it. I heard this stat somewhere, and obviously this will vary enormously by industry to industry, business to business, but if you ask an old-school internet marketer how much money should you expect to make from your list, a number that I’ve heard is $1 per subscriber per month kind of as an average target. By building an audience in this way and having people truly engage and connect, we’ve seen we can do anywhere between $3-$8 per subscriber per month, depending on the month. That’s a lot of money. That’s a big difference. Ben Settle: That is a big difference. I always get a kick out of it when people come up with those numbers - $1 per subscriber – because I’m like you, man. I’m doing way better than that, and it’s because I’ve probably been implementing some of the stuff that you teach without even realizing it. It’s got to be that engagement, so I’m excited about this, man. It’s something I wish I had known when I was starting. I took like 10 years to figure this stuff out. Danny Iny: You and me both. Ben Settle: I don’t think people understand the frustration levels that you go through. I’ve heard your story how you went from $10,000 here, $10,000 there, to all the sudden $700,000 in a year. That’s not a fluke. That’s not luck. That’s a methodical way of doing things. I’m going to assume that you have a lot of students who’ve done just as well, if not better. Danny Iny: We’ve got many, many hundreds of students. I think we worked with about 800 students this year. Ben Settle: Can you tell us maybe a story about some dramatic examples of someone who came with no knowledge and they were frustrated, and then suddenly they were doing really good? Are there any stories like that that you have? Danny Iny: Sure, we’ve got tons of them. We don’t share specifics about our students because we respect their privacy, so I’ll share some specifics and I’ll share some of the general examples, which is kind of what I actually care about the most. As a specific example, I’ve got a guy who was thinking about starting a blog forever, and playing around with it and never really got – never mind traction, never even really got a blog up and running. Through this program he got his blog up and running. He’s been guest posting and been featured on a ton of major blogs. I could say mine but it sounds like, well, he’s my student, but we’re actually really strict about who we let publish, but he’s been featured on a ton of other major blogs as well. His list is growing very fast and it’s important to say this – it’s not just that his list is growing. I mean you can buy leads and it’s not that big a deal, but they’re all super-engaged, super-warm, and he’s turning it into a real business doing exactly what he wants to do.
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There’s the example of a student of mine. Again I won’t share his name, but I’ll share some specifics because he’s published them in various places on the internet so they’re public. A young guy, he’s 21 years old or something, a student at Yale University, and he told me, “Your course is the best course I’ve done this semester.” He followed this process and he’s building and leading a community. He’s teamed up with – do you know who Susan Cain is? Ben Settle: I’m not familiar, but I’m very unfamiliar with most people. Danny Iny: She wrote a book about introverts. She’s got a TED talk that’s been viewed like a bazillion times, so she’s like his idol in the space. She’s kind of the expert authority in his space, and he’s teamed up with her and they’re doing all these really cool things together, and it’s by following these steps. We’ve got a ton of examples like this. People have launched communities in all kinds of different areas, people who are making really good money. They’ve replaced their income, they’ve quit their jobs. I’m very against those “Sign up for this program and quit your job in 3 days.” It’s not like that. People work hard, but if you work hard and put in the time you’ll get there. I won’t say fast, but I’ll say a lot faster than you would by doing any other nonsense. I said I’d share some specifics and I’d also share a general example. The general example that I see, and this is what I get really excited about, is that as you go into our forums and you go into our alumni groups where students interact, and you just look at the questions and answers from people who are brand new and compare it with people who’ve been with us for a few months, there’s a level of savviness, a level of sophistication that is just really impressive and exciting to me. It’s something that they’re taking and applying to build something real online, but something that ports really well to all kinds of different things that they might want to do. That’s not why anyone signs up. Nobody signs up because they want the general education ability to do whatever in whatever context, but for me as a teacher that has me excited. Ben Settle: Thanks for doing this early. I appreciate it. For more information what Danny Iny is teaching, go here:
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